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View from the Chair
Most of what I see from this chair is snow.
Plus it is cold. But Senior College is
definitely not cold. In fact, we are quite
warm, thanks to the excellent work being
done by all of our committees, as well as the
instructors of our courses, with special
thanks to Bev Ludden.

Bob Dodge is well under way as the new Finance Chair. Our
finances are in good hands with Bob.
The Executive Committee met recently to consider three
issues:
1- Susan Baker, a UMA professor, has an annual trip to Haiti
with UMA students, mainly to work with children. They can
use items of clothing, etc. for kids. You can find out more
about this worthwhile activity on page 6 of this newsletter.

The fall semester had our biggest membership to date, plus
the most courses taken ever. Plans for the spring semester are
2- The Executive Committee will recommend that the Forum
done, and it looks to be even better.
on the Future come under Arts and Presentations Committee
The Concerts at Jewett series is well under way and doing
and that the A&P Committee develop a subcommittee for the
nicely. Kudos to our new leader of the Concerts, Mary Ellen Forum and another subcommittee for the Concert series.
Miner. Thanks again to Chet and Deena Day for their years of
3- The Executive Committee went over the bylaws and
service. The Forum on the Future is also enjoying a stable
decided that no changes were needed at this time.
foundation in the College, and its outlook under Chuck
Acker’s leadership is good.
Senior College is now being supervised by the Provost, Joe
The Nominating Committee has surveyed the board, and only Szakas, and the Dean of Arts and Sciences, Greg Fahy. They
are Bev Ludden’s “bosses,” and this arrangement is working
one member wishes to rotate off. Pete Rosenberg will be
out quite nicely.
missed, but will continue to be a loyal member of UMASC.
At the annual meeting, Carole Baldwin will be nominated as a
In conclusion, as you know, UMA is engaged in a capital
new board member. This constitutes the official
campaign, and I have plans to make my contribution. I hope
announcement to the membership as required by the bylaws.
that all of our Senior Collegians will join in. UMA is a
tremendous resource for Central Maine and deserves all the
The Publicity/Newsletter Committee bids farewell to Penny
Higgins, who managed heroically for a long time. It has been support we can offer.
reconstituted under the leadership of Marilyn Canavan with
Ann Sullivan as newsletter editor and Mike Bell as a new
Tom Feagin, Chair, UMASC Board
member of the committee.
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Since retiring in 2011, I’ve taken three Senior College classes
each semester, and Maine’s Natural World is one of the most
engaging. For anyone who loves the Great Outdoors with its
many lifeforms and would like the opportunity to really SEE
what you’re looking at, this is the course for you!
Ever want to get up close and personal with the intimate parts
of ferns and foliage? For you this class will be a real turn-on!
Ever wonder what an owl has for dinner? You’ll find out
when you pick apart a pellet. Love birds and would like to

get better at connecting them with their
songs, or want to find out what made those
tracks in your back forty? Here’s your
chance. Ever wonder where George Lucas
got the ideas for his space aliens? Gaze into
the face of an insect! All this in a warm
classroom free of biting bugs (at least living
ones). And many classes include links to
webpages, such as Cornell University’s
allaboutbirds.org, which give you the
opportunity to learn more about a particular
topic at your leisure.

Instructor, Gabriella Howard,
and Kim Thompson studying a plant gall

The Maine Master Naturalist Program
graduates that teach the course know their
stuff and love sharing it with their audience.
They’ll give you the space to slow down, look
closely, and really appreciate the intricacy and
beauty all around us. Now in the MMNP
myself, I’ll be the first to sign up for their
next class, as a refresher and as a chance to
continue adding to my personal body of
knowledge from the limitless opportunities
that Mother Nature, with the help from our
talented guides, provides.

Melanie Lanctot
There is usually a good round of questions, and the presenters
often have something to share...a book or other kind of
project. We have a book raffle every month, and we are
always hoping new folks will get involved. There are yearly
dues, and that helps us attract great speakers, and it also
What compels fifty or sixty people to journey to the Curtis
includes the round table’s award-winning newsletter. So feel
Public Library in Brunswick each month? Every second
free
to join us in Brunswick every second Thursday from
Thursday they come, sometimes braving bad weather, to be a
September
through June. We’ll leave the campfires burning.
part of this monthly gathering. Is it a secret society of some
sort? Perhaps a church or civic group that meets on a regular
Mike Bell
basis?

The Joshua Chamberlain
Civil War Round Table

It is in fact a Civil War Round Table. Round Tables began
many years ago; the first one was formed in Chicago in 1940.
They now are active around the country, and the Joshua
Chamberlain CWRT was formed in January of 1986. These
groups serve as a clearing house for Civil War buffs and
others interested in this time in our nation’s past.
Each second Thursday, we are given the opportunity to hear
from a wide variety of speakers. There are local
topics...Individuals from Maine and New England are usually
a big draw. We have had nationally known speakers as well.
Pat Falci, who played Confederate General A. P. Hill in the
film Gettysburg, has visited more than once. The Curator of
the Museum of the Confederacy has spoken to the group.
This past fall we had an interesting presentation on the extent
of Joshua Chamberlain’s wounds (not for the squeamish!).

The Joshua Chamberlain Civil War Roundtable meets the second Thursday
of each month, except July and August, at the Curtis Library in Brunswick.
The meetings start at 7 pm and usually are done by 8:30 at the latest. For
more information on upcoming speakers and membership, please check out
the
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were in the mood for a leisurely lunch in the countryside.

Bon Appétit!

The third excursion began at the State of Maine Cheese
Company in Rockport where we learned about cheese making
from the owner of the company. She explained to us that starting
with the right raw material is key to making good cheese; her
milk supply comes from local organic farms where they raise
Jersey and Guernsey cows which give “picture-perfect milk” for
cheese making. The Cheese Company makes Jack and cheddar
cheeses, and their store sells these cheeses in addition to other
mostly locally produced items.

Bon Appétit, everyone!! All aboard!! Peter Rosenberg’s
Restaurant Review Class was the perfect choice for those of us
who love to eat, who love to cook, and who love to try out new
restaurants. To begin this culinary journey, the class discussed
what to look for in a restaurant. Criteria such as ambiance,
décor, wait time, comfort, cleanliness, view, noise level, price
range, presentation, portion size, taste, and service are the major
elements that contribute to a good experience in a restaurant.
In early fall we visited Boothby’s Orchard in Livermore where
our hosts were Robert Boothby and his wife—and their adorable
little girls. According to Rob, the apple orchard and farm have
gone through many changes since their beginning in 1865, but
the operation is still thriving seven generations later. We got to
taste their apple wine, and we visited the seven-acre orchard
aboard one of the farm wagons with Rob at the helm of the
tractor.

From there we travelled to Archer’s, located on scenic Rockland
Harbor. They offer all sorts of salads, with the option of adding
seafood or chicken; a variety of sandwiches from lobster rolls, to
fish tacos, to burgers; seafood plates from steamed lobster, to
Italian haddock, to seafood pie; and pasta, from lobster Alfredo
to chicken Marsala.
Lynn Archer, the restaurant’s owner and chef, offered us crab
cakes, and I think we all agreed that they were “to die for.” Did
you catch Lynn on on the Food Network’s “Lobster Throw
Down with Bobby Flay”? If so, you know that she is delightful
and absolutely full of energy. She charmed us with stories about

Following our orchard visit, we drove to Wilton to eat at the
Calzolaio Pasta Co., located in the historic former Bass Shoe
Factory. Our group sat in the main dining room; the beautifully
exposed brick and stone walls and old wooden
Chef Lynn Archer (standing) and from left to right, clockwise: Laurette
floors brought us back to the era of the turn of the
th
Samson, Leon Bresloff, Suzanne Kiefer, Sally Farrell, Peter Rosenberg,
20 century.
and Jane Paxton
An Italian restaurant, it features appetizers such as
fried calamari, bruschetta, and antipasto; main
dishes such as tortellini carbonara, lasagna, chicken
and broccoli Alfredo, shrimp scampi, and eggplant
parmigiana; and irresistible desserts—tiramisu,
spumoni, Italian ice, cannoli, and Italian lemon
crème cake. Most of us enjoyed our meal, and the
general consensus was that a return visit with the
family would be a fine idea!
We met the co-owners of the restaurant, Tom and
Rocell Marcellano, who discussed the operation of
the business. It was very apparent that they love
what they do, and they and their staff put their heart
and soul in making sure that the meals were
prepared to perfection.
Our second outing included a trip to the newly
renovated Colby College Museum of Art where we
had an opportunity to view some paintings whose theme was
related to food. For many of us it was our first visit to the
museum. We were mesmerized by the vast collection of art, and
we were delighted to have the opportunity to view the featured
collection, works of Maine artist Bernard Langlais.

her early life in her grandmother’s kitchen. There, she learned
how to cook, but she also absorbed many life lessons and
developed a strong work ethic, qualities that are reflected in her
restaurant.

We travelled to Bath for our last field trip and visited Now
You’re Cooking founded by Mike and Betsy Fear. This place is
a gem for any cook; it is stocked with a comprehensive collection
of cooking supplies. You’ll find whatever you’re looking for and
even things that you didn’t know you wanted. It was so much
fun to watch Mike demonstrate innovative gadgets that make
cooking easier, faster, and more creative.

Our group then moved on to our next culinary experience, the
Riverside Farm Restaurant in Oakland. On a fine day, clients sit
outside and enjoy lovely views of the Messalonskee Stream and
the Riverside Farm vineyards. On the luncheon menu there were
quiches, various kinds of salads, and a wide variety of
sandwiches and wraps. Everything is fresh, and mostly locally
grown. It’s the kind of restaurant that you might choose if you

Our next stop was lunch at the Solo Bistro Restaurant in the
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middle of historic Bath. The set up of this restaurant is simple,
with contemporary lighting, blond wooden tables, wood floors,
and wall hangings from a local artist. The restaurant offers fresh
Maine ingredients from local farmers and fishermen whenever
possible. The luncheon menu provides a variety of choices such
as soup, chowder, a vegan salad, brick-pressed pulled pork
sandwiches, mussels with hand-cut house fries, and desserts such
as crème brûlée, key lime pie, chocolate mousse, and sorbet.
There was also the magic trio – soup or salad, sandwich and
dessert, a combination that was popular with our group. The
parsnip soup of the day was a favorite at our table, and the
sandwich made with homemade bread was delicious.

Rosenberg’s tools to become better judges of what to look for in
a restaurant. However, even though we used the same tools to
evaluate the restaurants, we sometimes came to very different
conclusions. Our class discussions led us to the inevitable
conclusion that trying to please 24 people at the same time is an
art in itself.

The owner took time to speak with us about the history of Solo
Bistro, and like all the other owners with whom we spoke, he
emphasized that owning a good restaurant is a major
responsibility and, above all, a labor of love. He felt very
fortunate that he and his wife shared the many tasks that ensure a
positive experience for those who choose Solo Bistro.
In addition to our restaurant jaunts, we also saw three movies
whose theme revolved around food. Babette’s Feast, Tortilla
Soup, and No Reservations are all crowd pleasers. But perhaps
our favorite part of this course was the final class. Our major
assignment was to prepare a meal on a stick! Bacon-wrapped
teriyaki shrimp, tomato, and cheese on a stick; veggies on a stick;
beef with veggies on a stick; sticky cinnamon dough on a stick;
bacon-wrapped smokies on a stick; fruit on a stick; Cobb salad
on a stick; chocolate dessert on a stick…Everyone went home
stuffed and happy.
The Restaurant Review Class gave us the opportunity to reflect
on what makes a good restaurant and to engage in thoughtful
discussion about the restaurants where we ate. We used Peter

The Stick Party, from left to right: Mary Bayer, Royena Heath, Deborah
Walker, Laurette Samson, Ernie Sanborn, Peter Rosenberg, David
Greenham, and Jane Paxton

One thing is certain—to own a restaurant is a big undertaking,
and it takes a special person to juggle all the necessary details to
make sure that people enjoy the food and want to come back.
My heart goes out to the big and the little chefs of this state - you
are the reason why we want to come back to your place, whether
it’s to celebrate a special occasion or to simply enjoy a leisurely
lunch with a friend. Thanks to you this becomes a reality. So all
aboard and Bon Appétit, everyone!!
Priscille Michaud and Ann Sullivan

tells great Jewish jokes about “my son the doctor and my son the
lawyer,” he also provides the members of the class with the
book The New Joys of Y iddish. To balance that class he showed
We have all heard that laughter is the best medicine, and
The Axis of Evil, The Humor Tour. Four Muslim comedians
research shows that it might even improve our chances for long
proved beyond doubt that Islam does not ban laughter. Everyone
lives. Ted Bookey’s class, Laughing Matters (note the double
has a chance to be lampooned. The people of Lake Woebegone
meaning of “matters”!), gives you plenty of opportunities to
have their Lena and Ole jokes, and even the kind Canadians tell
laugh while learning about the history and types of humor.
about the hapless New Foundlanders. And of course there are
The original meaning of humor was “wet” as in the four humors religious jokes, puns, knock-knock jokes, blond jokes and so
forth.
of medieval medicine. During Shakespeare’s time it began to
take on the modern understanding of the word as “funny.”
During one class the members brainstormed some of their
Today we still hark back to the original meaning of the word
favorite comics. I am sure you recognize the ones on this partial
when we talk of “dry” humor which is more cerebral than
list: the Carol Burnett crew (Harvey Korman and Tim Conway),
slapstick comedy at the other end of the continuum.
The Honeymooners (Jackie Gleason, Art Carney, Audrey
Meadows), Groucho Marx and his brothers, Richard Prior, Jack
The comedy and tragedy masks of Greek theater show how
close these two emotions can be. As Ted says, “If you push one Benny, Lucille Ball, Steve Allen, Bill Cosby, Bob Hope, Steve
Martin, Jerry Seinfeld, Billy Crystal, and so on. And of course
mask hard enough, you see the other mask.” Sometimes things
two we lost recently, Robin Williams and Joan Rivers. Go back
are so bad that you have to laugh. Tragedy or comedy depends
in time and make your own list.
on perspective. Mel Brooks said, “When I cut my finger it is a
tragedy. When you fall into an open sewer and die, it’s funny.”
Ted Bookey’s class indeed provides the best medicine, and you
do not need a spoonful of sugar!
Ethnic humor is one of the most common types. Ted not only

Laughing Matters!
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somber pieces, most of the presentations were lightheartedly
humorous and well deserving of the many chuckles and
guffaws from the audience.

Radio Daze
Radio Daze, the 5th production of the Scripting Our Lives
class from UMASC played to packed houses during both
performances at the Klahr Center on Friday, Nov. 14, 2014.
At the end of the fall semester, the students, directed by
Barbara Helen Baker, offered a theater production based on
writings from their own lives. Ms. Baker explained, “It’s part
writing the students’ own scripts and part performing. Classes
always begin with theatre and vocal warm-up. . . . [T]he class
members include former professors, health care professionals,
and seniors with rich life experiences to share.”
Radio Daze was an oral history performance containing
memories centering around lots of old radio shows, like The
Lone Ranger, The Shadow, Your Hit Parade, sporting events,
and happenings while folks were listening to the radio. The
stories recalled WWII days, FDR's fireside chats, popular
songs, old commercials, some early mishaps on live TV
shows and a local party-line telephone conversation. The
show was staged as though the cast was doing a live radio
show. The set featured old-fashioned mikes and a vintage
radio. The actors, dressed in period outfits, were seated on
stools until they stepped to the “mikes” to read their lines.

From left to right: Stephen Cowperthwaite, Pat
Onion, Linda Campana, and Leon Bresloff
And from a fan in the audience, “What a great show! We all
loved it, even our 11 year-old son who was as enraptured as
we were. Thank you for sharing a glimpse into your youths. I
felt like I was in the living room, right there with you and
your family, heads prone to the radio, hushed to hear
entertainment, music, jingles, football games, and news of
war. It was like having a whole room of grandparents sharing
stories of their past with me. For someone who lost that
generation many years ago it was both comforting and
healing. Full of love and humor. Hats off to you all.”

Since there was no sound effects person available, the cast
shared the task of producing the sounds, using voices and a
rain stick, thumping feet, crackling empty plastic bottles, and
dropping heavy objects at appropriate intervals.
Between each presentation various actors sang familiar old
commercials like “Use AJAX, the Foaming Cleanser,”
“You’ll Wonder Where the Yellow Went,” “Pepsi Cola Hits
the Spot,” and “Halo Everybody, Halo.” The audience was
invited to join in the singing, and many were able to belt out
all of the words! In addition, Pat and Lois, singing a medley
of the songs from the heyday of radio, reminded the audience
of songs familiar to most.

Since the end of fall semester, plans have progressed for
“taking the show on the road” during the spring semester. The
show will be offered to senior college groups and various
venues where others will have a chance to reminisce as they
watch a production of Radio Daze.
Cast members were UMA Senior College members, some
new to the class, others having appeared in several previous
oral history presentations: Mary Bayer, Leon Bresloff, Linda
Campana, Marilyn Canavan, Stephen Cowperthwaite,
Richard Cutliffe, Tom Feagin, Lois Hinckley, Bryant
Hoffmann, George Hunt, Pat Onion, and Don Warren.

Marilyn had everyone in stitches as she recalled a blooper
made during the early days of live TV when she described an
announcer urging folks to buy a particular dog food while the
dog standing next to him was throwing up. Steve’s recalling a
conversation taking place among many neighbors on a party
phone line in Kents Hill got some laughs as did Tom’s
commercial for ANACIN. Even though there were several

Mary Bayer

Improving Your Balance
When I saw “Improving Your Balance” on the list of Senior
College classes, I knew immediately that I should sign
up. But would I? How comfortable would I be talking
about the changes in my own balance? Would I be able to do
all the exercises? It turned out that many of the twenty-one
class members had the same concerns.
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Not to worry! In came Carole Baldwin! We knew
immediately that she wanted us to be comfortable. She was
adamant that each of us not push beyond what was right for
our body. For example, she cautioned those who had had hip
surgery not to do certain exercises. Carole used small groups
during each class session to help us to get to know each
other; this created an atmosphere for confidence building
within the class.

Always encouraging, she helped us to understand how to do
the exercises with demonstrations in class and with handouts
that we could consult at home. She gave hints about how to
incorporate the exercises into our daily lives. She also gave
us lots of information about the physiology involved in maintaining proper balance.
Carole insisted that the habits that we learned through class
exercises needed to become automatic, unconscious, and instinctive. Repetition is key to success. And who could forget
this one? “There are 1440 minutes in a day. We certainly
can devote ten minutes to exercising!”

Carole
Baldwin
with
her students

Priscilla Perry and Ann Sullivan

UMA BIOLOGY MAJORS IN HAITI
Each spring break Professor Susan Baker takes UMA Biology majors to volunteer in the village of Cazale, Haiti as a
component of BIO 490 Perspectives in Global Health, a capstone course in the Biology program. This course helps give
UMA students a global perspective on health and challenges them to reflect on the relationship between their education and
their role in the world
While in Haiti, we work with several service partners. Real Hope for Haiti’s center for malnourished children and health
clinic is the primary volunteer location. Additionally, we teach math and basic French classes at the primary school affiliated
with our hosts. (Children in Haiti speak Creole at home and must learn French if they wish to progress in their education.)
Lastly, as a gift to our host, we provide educational and sports activities every afternoon for the children in the village. These
activities have been attended by ~100 children daily and last year, over 300 children attended the last session! We leave each
child with a drawstring backpack filled with school supplies, soap, toothbrush, toothpaste, snacks, and (their favorite) a glow
stick bracelet.
Ways You Can Help! FMI: Contact Susan Baker, sbak@maine.edu, 621-3285
Support the Team Haiti Gift Fund
Donations to the Team Haiti Gift Fund are used to offset costs of the service trip. Students enrolled in BIO 490 pay a
$600 course fee to cover travel. Student fundraisers and support from a Presidential Mini-Grant help offset the
remaining costs in Haiti. In spite of this, out-of-pocket costs can be considerable. These costs include a passport
(for many), a visit to the travel clinic, and the associated vaccinations and anti-malaria medications – generally not
covered by insurance. Even a small scholarship can make a big difference in offsetting these costs.
You can support the students by making a tax deductible contribution directly to the team Haiti Gift Fund and by
participating in our annual online auction.
Support our Service Partners in Haiti
Real Hope for Haiti
Sponsor a child at the Center for Malnourished Children
Donate needed supplies for Team Haiti 2015 to deliver in April
Make “pillowcase” dresses or tee-shirt shorts
St. Michel Primary School and the Children of the Village
Sponsor a child’s tuition ($100)
Donate educational and hygiene items
Sponsor a backpack filled with educational and hygiene items ($25)
Participate in fundraisers in direct support of our service partners
Donate any of these items: large safety pins; crib sheets; shorts—any size; socks—any size; boys’ and girls’ underwear—any
size; barrettes; plastic pants (to put over cloth diapers); baby shampoo, lotion or powder; hand sanitizer; bumbo seats; sippy cups;
spoons; bowls; pens; sharpies; pillows; Q-tips; newborn clothes; any toys; shoes and sandals—any size; infant formula; baby
food; and baby cereal
Susan Baker
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2015 CONCERTS AT JEWETT SCHEDULE

Sunday, Feb. 8, 2 P.M. (snow date Feb 22). Sing Acappella, presented by Maine-ly Harmony, along with the Back Bay Four. Both groups are non-professional singers who
harmonize for fun and compete successfully nationally.

Sunday, March 15, 2 P.M. (snow date M ar. 22). Ladies of the Lake: A St. Paddy’s
Day Special. A lively celebration of traditional I rish music by this popular Celtic
group.

Sunday, April 19, 2 P.M. Masanobu Ikemiya, pianist: classical & ragtime (his performance will also contain images with commentary). Known internationally, Mr. Ikemiya received an award from the UN for promoting world peace through music. This is a return visit
from this charismatic musician who currently calls Mount Desert Island home.
Sunday, May 17, 2 P.M. Casco Bay Tummlers Klezmer Band. M aine’s only Klezmer
band has a versatile repertoire that ranges from original music to traditional dances and
songs of the Yiddish theater and Jewish ghetto - all with original arrangements. Their concert
will include commentary.

2015 UMA SENIOR COLLEGE
BROWN BAG SCHEDULE
Brown Bags are on Tuesdays
UMA Senior College members and friends are invited to bring their lunch to each free session at 12:00 Noon on Tuesdays
at the Michael Klahr Center Rotunda (connected to UMA’s Katz Library). Questions? Call 621-3551
The length of each lecture will be 60-90 minutes in duration.

Tuesday

Presenter

Lecture

February 3

Elizabeth Reinsborough

Where the Sahara Meets the Atlantic

February 10

Jan Santerre

The Big Trees of Maine

February 17

Peter Rosenberg

History of the Piano

February 24

David Leach
Gone Fishing Anti-Scam Guide
(Author will speak, Bureau of
Consumer Credit Protection)

March 3

Jeanne Coleman

The Diary of a Photo Maine-iac

Snow dates: Thursday, January 29 and Thursday, February 26
(In case a regular lecture is canceled due to inclement weather)
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Instructors Wanted!
Do you have a hobby or a job you are excited about? Would you like to teach a course, sharing your knowledge and
enthusiasm? Senior College is always looking for new and interesting classes. There are no tests or papers to grade,
and you get to meet some great people who are eager to learn! For more information, please contact the Curriculum
Committee by calling Megan Antonucci at 377-6848 or email her at meganton@roadrunner.com. You may also
contact our Coordinator, Beverly Ludden at 621-3479 or email her at beverly.ludden@maine.edu. We look forward to
hearing from you!

Contribute to the Illuminator. . .
The Illuminator is your newsletter. If you’d like to send us something to be considered for publication, we’d love to see it!
We welcome your submissions of book or music reviews, original works of art, poems, or articles about hobbies you’ve
enjoyed, classes you’ve taken, teachers you’ve admired—in short, whatever you think might be of general interest to the
Senior College community. To facilitate editing and re-sizing we request that all text submissions be in an editable MS Word
document or in the body of an email. Photos and artwork should be submitted in JPEG format. Please do not embed them in
the Word documents. Include a caption.
To be considered for the May issue of the Illuminator, please send your work to the editor, Ann Sullivan, at
asullivan47@outlook.com. The deadline is April 15, 2015.
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